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Goals for this Talk

4x200 indoor & outdoor, 4x100, 4x400

Rules for incoming and outgoing runners

3 types of exchanges

Drills

Key Points
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have helped develop me into the relay coach I am today that I 
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Info:  34 years at Wheaton North.
Always coached Sprints/Hurdles/Relays

Head Coach for past 26 years

2 State Trophies, 15 Conference Titles, 6 Sectional Titles

11 Individual State Champions, Many State Placers

ITCCCA Hall of Fame 2008 (2 x Coach of the Year)

USTFCCCA Board of Directors (2013-15)

Executive Chair National Senate of High School Track 
Coaches Associations (2011-2016)



Relay Basics
Each runner has specific responsibilities

Incoming runner keeps at full speed PAST the 
end of the exchange zone

Outgoing runner must have discipline to not 
leave until the incoming runner hits the mark, 
then takes off as fast as they can!



Need to Show This To your athletes



Relay Basics
When working exchanges, put start and end 
cones out for each runner

This is a speed day.  The kids don’t realize they 
are doing a good speed workout!

Do this at the beginning of practice where they 
are fresh



INDOOR 4 X 200 EXCHANGES

Baton stays in the middle of the lane

Incoming runner has baton 
in RIGHT HAND

Outgoing runner puts
LEFT HAND back



INDOOR 4 X 200 EXCHANGES

Chalk or tape 1’ long box
This is the GO ZONE!

Outgoing runner sets up at the 
START of the exchange zone

10 toe-heel
steps



Use 3 point Crouch Position
looking past hip at GO ZONE!

Inside leg forward

Outside hand down Mimics starting 
blocks



INDOOR 4 X 200 EXCHANGES
Outgoing runner takes off 
AS FAST AS THEY CAN
When the incoming 
runner hits the GO ZONE

10 toe-heel
steps



INDOOR 4 X 200 EXCHANGES
Outgoing runner put left 
hand back after 3 steps!

We use a Semi-Blind
Exchange where 
outgoing 
Runner looks UNDER
Armpit

After they get the baton, move to the
inside of the lane and switch hands



Semi-Blind Exchange (4 x 200)

Video from Jack Sands

Hand up HIGH

Looking UNDER
arm pit



Outdoor Markers for GO ZONE
We use 2 markers outdoors (1/2 tennis balls) 
aimed at the outgoing runner

We stagger them 1 step apart to create depth 
perception for the outgoing runner

KEY POINT!
Markers cannot touch
The inside lane line…
must be in your lane

Outgoing runner



Make sure your athletes know the rules

Know Marker Rules
State Meet Mistake

Sectional Meet Mistake

Make sure they know what to do/say if there is a 
problem



Outdoor 4 x 200
We put our markers AT the acceleration zone

Go 10-12 steps towards exchange zone to start at

KEY POINT!
Markers cannot touch
The inside lane line…
must be in your lane

Outgoing runner

10-12 toe-heel steps



Outdoor 4 x 200
When the outgoing runner get ‘3 steps’ into the 
zone, they put their left hand back 

(semi-blind exchange)

Outgoing runner

3 Running steps into the zone

Incoming runner



4 x 200 Exchanges



4 x 100 Basics
#1 & #3 run on the inside of the lane and carry 
baton in right hand

#2 & #4 run on the outside of the lane and carry 
baton in left hand

Blind Exchanges

We have ALL of our sprinters/jumpers/hurdlers run 
4 x 100 in our Tuesday meets



4 x 100 Blind Exchange



Tuesday 4 x 100 (all sprinters, jumpers, 
hurdlers run)



4 x 100 Personnel……Lead Off Runner
Should be your fastest or 2nd fastest…you need to get 
into the race!

If they are not disciplined and leave early or late at 
other spots



4 x 100 Personnel……#2 Runner
Good straightaway runner (hurdler/Long Jumper…)

Good competitor…needs to keep you in the race or get 
the lead

Good spot for slow starters but fast once they get 
going



4 x 100 Personnel……#3 Runner
Good turn runner (aggressive runner)

Good competitor…needs to keep you in the race or get 
the lead

Good Discipline (kids going at all different times)

Must be able to get baton in right hand (opposite of all 
other exchanges)



4 x 100 Personnel……#4 Runner
Mentally toughest kid

Best competitor

Good Discipline

Good Endurance (won’t fall apart at the end…400m 
runner with good speed)

Usually fastest or 2nd fastest athlete



Time:  41.92 (silent exchange…3 steps)
1-fastest, 2-hurdler, 3-journeyman, 4-400 m guy



4 x 100 (#2 & #4 runners)
Outgoing runner will start on Acceleration Mark

Go Zone markers will be 20-25 toe-heel steps on 
the INSIDE of the lane

Outgoing runner

20-25 toe-heel steps



4 x 100 (#3 runner)
Outgoing runner will start on Acceleration Mark

Go Zone markers will be 20-25 toe-heel steps on 
the OUTSIDE of the lane

Outgoing runner

20-25 toe-heel steps



#3 WILL BE REVERSED

Inside leg forward, outside hand down, looking thru hip



4 x 100
When the outgoing runner get ‘3 steps’ into the 
zone, they put their left hand back 

(blind exchange)

Outgoing runner

3 Running steps into the zone

Incoming runner



Possibilities for 4 x 100 and 4 x 200

We use the 3 steps into the zone with all of our kids so 
we can easily change up kids

For our Varsity Invitational Relays, we will use a verbal 
‘HIT’ to make the exchange…This is a faster exchange 
but requires more work time.
Use the Texas A&M method for the meaning of ‘HIT’



Getting 4 x 100 Steps

Got this from Vince Anderson (Texas A&M)

This is a speed day…do this at the beginning of practice

Put runners in adjacent lanes without a baton…just 
have them RUN!

Put cones up in their lanes where you want them to 
start and finish at



Start and stop 
cones for
incoming
runner

Start and stop 
cones for  
outgoing runner

Go Zone markers



4 x 100 Steps (#2-#3)



Getting Steps

In spikes and opened up…have to do this at full speed

Tell incoming runner their job is to pass the outgoing 
runner

Tell outgoing runner they cannot let the incoming runner 
pass them…In fact their job is to run away from the 
incoming runner

Stand at a spot to watch the free-space between runners



Getting 4 x 100 steps



Getting 4 x 100 steps

Adjust steps accordingly so that the free-space is 
accurate

Make sure they have full recovery between trials

They are good for no more than 5 trials….if still are not 
satisfied, save it for another day!



Time:  41.70 (Used ‘Hit’ method)
1-no discipline, 2-hurdler, 3-football running back, 4-Long Jump state champ



RELAY DRILLS
Done DAILY Before Dynamic Warm-Up

Wall Hands

Standing Exchanges

Accelerations (as last part of Dynamic Warm-Up)



Wall Hands

Stand about 1-2’ from wall

Pump arms and then put hand back till you touch the 
wall with palms up and fingers touching wall



Wall Hands



Standing Exchanges

Get Partner and stand on opposite sides of the lane

Pump arms and when front person puts hand back, 
back person pushes baton into hand



Standing Exchanges



Accelerations

Have them take 10 toe-heel steps in front of starting 
line and get in 3 pt crouch start position on the right 
hand side of lane.  Look back thru their hip at starting 
line.

Next kid in line will step on line and outgoing runner 
will ACCELERATE and put hand back after 3 steps 



Accelerations



Intervals (Tempo Days)

We have the athletes run with batons…in both right 
and left hands to get use to it

Have them start in their left hand and switch it over to 
their right to simulate a 4 x 200



4 x 400 Relay

 Goal is to have exchange occur ½ thru zone

Baton needs to be active thru the zone

Use to use open palm (visual exchange), now use the 
TORCH METHOD where the incoming runner hold the 
baton up like a torch, and the outgoing runner reaches 
back and grabs the baton.

Old method…open palm



4 x 400 Relay

Go Zone is 3 large steps in front of the exchange zone

This would be the acceleration zone mark in lane 2

The outgoing runner stands on the exchange zone facing the 
infield

When incoming runner hits Go Zone, outgoing TURNS WITH 
BACK TO INCOMING RUNNER and SPRINTS OUT 3 STEPS before 
looking back and grabbing the baton with their left hand



4 x 400 Relay
Standing Exchanges

Practice this exchange when running repeat 200’s (3 man relays)

Torch Method



Thank You for Attending
Contact me with questions/comments

Good Luck with your season

Don Helberg (Wheaton North H.S.)

donald.helberg@cusd200.org


